ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The visco-elastic nature of the matrix in many reinforced plastics causes their properties to be time and temperature dependent and adversely affect the mechanical properties, however many scholars had studied the compounding methods for PP reinforced with different nanofiller loadings of calcium carbonate to specify appropriate loading for optimum dispersion of filler [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Various versions of power law model are found in literature to properly correlate creep data. One of the physical approaches to the problem of creep suggests that viscous flow in fluids is analogous to secondary creep hence a rate process theory is applicable to creep data during the secondary creep stage [7] .
The objective of this paper established the power law model, predicting the creep parameters as the power law coefficient as material constant and exponent as creep sensitivity parameter. Similar approach was used for Sn-Pb Alloy [8] . Sherby-Dorn and Larson-Miller presented classical approaches to analysis of creep [9] .
THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Transformation of Nonlinear Response Data
The nonlinear experimental creep data of [10] is linearized using the following algorithm [11] t At 3
Where n is a material constant and A is a constant which depends on the stress level. The above equation is linearised as log t logA nlogt 4
The creep rate and the power law models are to be evaluated for three temperature levels and stress levels as follows using readings of tables 5-9 of [10] as follows: Tables 1 and 2 for various conditions. The dependence of the steady state strain rate or creep rate on the applied stress is found to obey the relation [12] σ K 5
Where K is a constant and the exponent m is dependent on both the applied stress and temperature. It can be seen from equation (5) that raising either stress or temperature results in increasing creep rates. The exponent can be determined by taking the natural logarithms of equation (5) as expressed in equation (6) .
lnσ lnK mln 6
Equation (6) suggests that the relationship between ln and lnσ is essentially linear so that by coordinating values from table 2 ,table 3 is obtained to obtain the sensitivity parameters for PPC0 and PPC2. The slope of the straight line of equation (6) gives the value of the sensitivity parameter m, since there are two unknowns in equation (6) 
For PPC0
At the three stress levels the following system of linear algebraic equations is obtained using 
MASTER CURVE AND CREEP PARAMETERS.
Different values of lnk as parameters are evaluated with average value of m considering different stress levels. lnσ is then plotted as a function of parameter, lnk. This approach similar to SherbyDorn parametric method enables the prediction of creep safe stress given other design restrictions. The three values of parameters at different stress levels predicted with equation (10) (11) (12) are tabulated in Table 4 . 
Activation Energy and Creep Rate.
The activation energy is a material property and depends on applied stress and absolute temperature. The activation energy of steady state creep, H in J/mol is calculated according to the equation [9] . The creep rate is a function of stress and temperature for a given material.
Eσ exp H T 15
Where E and w are material constants independent of stress, σ and absolute temperature, T and k is the Boltzmann constant.
For approximate calculation of creep rate sometimes the activation energy is assumed to be independent of stress at constant temperature leading to the simplification [9] Bσ 16 Another form of activation energy which still depends on applied stress but independent of temperature T is still expressed as [ 9] C exp The Boltzmann constant k has the value 1.38E-23J/mol K [13] so that by using values of 
Master Curve by Larson-Miller Approach
Approach similar to Larson-Miller is followed so that equation (18) The parameter is expressed as a function of stress, so that by coordinating creep event time, associated temperature and stress, a plot of lnσ versus creep parameter predicts safe component stress. Table 6 data from experimental result of [10] is used to establish the master curve for predicting the PPC parameter and variables. The value of the constant D is assumed to be same for all stress levels so that D is evaluated with equation (27) Table 7 for master curve for predicting creep variables 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The Table 2 shows that the parameter A is affected by stress level increasing with stress level and within the stress level range 13.08MPa-22.88MPa has the range 0.0165-0.061. This coefficient parameter increases the creep strain as the stress level increases. Table 3 shows that the creep rate sensitivity parameter m for PPC2 is higher as a result of incorporation of nanofiller thereby decreasing creep rate as the parameter increases.
Two creep function models were used to evaluate the activation energy where it was found that PPC0 has higher activation energy with value 9.3642E-20 J/mol for the stress 13.08MPa and PPC2 has values at the stresses 13.08MPa, 19.61MPa and 22.88MPa as 5.55998E-20J/mol,5.4573E-20J/mol and 4.845E-20J/mol respectively. 
CONCLUSION
This study found that 1. both the creep rate and the creep activation energy increases with applied stress and temperature and usually is lower for reinforced PP(PPC2), 2. predictions of power law coefficient and exponent of various creep functions describe, the material parameters and creep sensitivity parameters respectively thereby making way for power law creep model of PPC2 at secondary creep stage, 3. the creep response of PPC2 follows the Larson-Miller parameter which is a function of stress, 4. the activation energy is a material property and a parameter that follows Larson-Miller parameter as a function of stress and temperature and that 5. The coefficients and exponent parameters of the secondary creep stage are material constants that aid the determination of creep rate at secondary creep stage.
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